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Abstract—Virtual Private Networks (VPN) and link sharing are cost effective way of realizing corporate intranets. Corporate intranets will increasingly have to provide Integrated Services for voice and multimedia
traffic. Although packet scheduling algorithms can be used to implement
Integrated Services in link sharing [1] and virtual private networks [2],
their statistical multiplexing gains are limited. Recently capacity resizing
of Virtual Leased Links (VLLs) has been proposed to obtain better statistical multiplexing gains. Carrying out capacity resizing naively may result
into unfair distribution of capacities among different VPNs. This is a serious problem especially because the VPN customers who pay for the service
expect a well defined grade of service and protection from other misbehaving customers sharing the same infrastructure.
We propose a new scheme called Stochastic Fair Sharing (SFS) to carry
out fair link sharing and fair sharing among VLLs. In the link sharing environment, capacities allocated to different classes are adjusted dynamically
as sessions arrive (or depart). The SFS admission control algorithm decides
which sessions to accept and which to reject depending upon the current utilizations and provisioned capacities of the classes. SFS gives protection to
classes with low session arrival rate against classes with high session arrival
rates by ensuring them a low blocking probability.
In case of multi-hop VLLs, capacity resizing requests are sent in the
service proviers’s network which are admission controlled using SFS. Our
simulations indicate that using SFS, equivalent capacity of virtuallinks
 conin exverge to their max-min fair capacity, with a fairness index of
treme situations. The average signaling load of the protocol was found to
be reasonable.
The scheme is simple to implement, efficient, and robust. The potential
applications of SFS are fair and efficient resource sharing in telecommunication networks, ATM networks, virtual private networks (VPN) and integrated services or differentiated services based IP networks.
Keywords: Link Sharing, Trunk Reservation, QoS, VPN, Loss Networks,
Integrated Services Networks, SFS, Erlang’s Formula, Call blocking probability.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Link sharing [3] is an important concept using which service
providers lease portions of their link to several organizations. To
implement link sharing, the link capacity is statically partitioned
into classes and assigned to the organizations. Once a link is
partitioned, the capacity allocations remain fixed irrespective of
the actual usage by the organizations. Thus, if one of the organization is not fully using its capacity, the free link capacity
cannot be used by other organizations to accept new real-time
sessions. For example, in telecommunication networks, once a
service provider has leased a T1 line to an organization, it will
not carry more than  calls of the organization through its line
even if the trunk has required spare capacity. A better alternative
is to fairly redistribute the free capacity by resizing (and possibly charge for it) depending upon the current usage of different
organizations sharing the link.
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In the natural extension of link sharing to virtual private networks (VPN) [4], instead of leasing bandwidth on a single link,
the service provider leases bandwidth on a path to an organization. The organization tunnels its VPN traffic through this
path as if it was a single virtual link. Such Virtual Leased Links
(VLL) may be realized by tunnels [5] and label switched paths
in IP networks, and virtual paths in ATM networks. The notion of fair sharing of residual capacity naturally maps to the
max-min fair sharing [6] in the service provider’s network1.
Use of hierarchical packet fair queueing algorithms [1] to efficiently implement link sharing has been proposed in literature.
These algorithms ensure that each traffic class gets its requisite
share of the link capacity, and carry out fair redistribution of the
residual unused bandwidth of a traffic class to other classes. The
hierarchical packet fair queueing algorithms work at the scale of
packet transmission time. Although they redistribute the free capacity of inactive classes to active classes, they cannot ensure,
on their own that the redistributed capacity will be available for
a predictable period of time. This residual capacity goes back
to its respective class as soon as the sending rate of the class is
increased. As a result, real-time sessions, which require a guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS) for their lifetime cannot utilize
this excess capacity. Even the best effort sessions with minimum bandwidth requirement cannot get their minimum bandwidth guarantee from redistributed capacity. Therefore, capacity sharing using packet scheduling algorithms only, is limited
to the elastic portion of the best effort traffic.
In order to support Integrated Services in VPNs, the multihop virtual links will have to provide tight bandwidth and delay
guarantees to their traffic. We have shown in [2] that an inherent limitation of tunneling real-time traffic without explicit QoS
marking, is loss of statistical multiplexing. The traffic cannot be
sent on a virtual link at a rate higher than its allocated capacity,
even if the underlying provider network has large spare capacity. Thus the resource sharing in provider’s network cannot be
achieved without dynamically changing the capacity of virtual
links.
In [7] a dynamic resizing approach to resource management
in VPNs has been proposed and is shown to result into significant (factor
to  ) statistical multiplexing gain. Similarly in [8] a pipe resizing approach for AT&T switched network is shown to result into a gain of  . However the issue
of fairness and protection has not been discussed in these ap

In this paper we only discuss max-min fariness. However, the same scheme
can be naturally extended to other revenue based measures of fairness

proaches. Without fairness guarantees, a few VLLs may take
most of the bandwidth of the network resulting into starvation
of other VLLs.
We propose a scheme called Stochastic Fair Sharing (SFS)
to implement fair sharing among VLLs by dynamically modifying their capacities. Virtual link capacities are increased upon
session arrivals and are decreased as sessions complete. As a
result, the redistributed capacities, which are available for session lifetime, can be used by the real-time traffic as well as the
best-effort traffic with minimum bandwidth requirement. To ensure fairness and protection, a SFS admission control algorithm
decides whether increasing virtual link capacity is acceptable. If
session arrivals are random and non bursty, and session holding
times are small, then most of the virtual link capacities quickly
converge close to their fair share.
In case of a single link, the proposed SFS technique maps to
simply extending the admission control algorithm at the link.
The SFS admission control algorithm sorts the classes in increasing order of their normalized usage (current reservation divided by allocated capacity). A new session of a class is accepted only if the free capacity after accepting the session is
greater than or equal to the sum of trunk reservation of classes
with lower normalized usage. For simplicity of exposition, we
assume that QoS requirement of a session is expressed using
a single bandwidth parameter2. Once a session is accepted,
the corresponding weights in underlying hierarchical fair packet
scheduler (if any) are adjusted to reflect the change. In this way,
this scheme attempts to equalize the normalized usage of classes
by giving higher priority to classes with low normalized usage.
Thus, SFS accounts for long term fluctuations in usage by carrying out capacity redistribution over time scale of session holding
times, while the underlying hierarchical packet fair queueing algorithms handle short term fluctuations in traffic load by redistributing free capacities over the scale of packet transmission
times. SFS ensures that while the free capacity of a class has
been redistributed to other classes, it has low session blocking
probability and can quickly regain its share of capacity as its
session arrival rate increases.
In case of a multi-hop virtual links of virtual networks, the
current capacity of a virtual link may be changed by sending an
increase or decrease request in the provider’s network. The increase request is admission controlled using SFS at each link of
the provider’s network. After processing these requests, the corresponding scheduling weights in provider network are adjusted
accordingly. In case of overload, the provider network generates reduce messages to request down-sizing of over-allocated
virtual link capacities. With this scheme we show that, the unbottlenecked virtual links achieve throughput equal to their current demand, and the equivalent capacity of  of bottlenecked
 
virtual links is within
% of their weighted max-min fair
capacity (weighted by provisioned capacity).
SFS can be used by service providers to ensure that bandwidth distribution is fair even in case of high and uneven load.
SFS provides fairness by ensuring that every virtual link can in-



For VBR traffic the concept of equivalent bandwidth may be used, for delay
sensitive traffic the delay parameter may be translated to a bandwidth parameter
(assuming that rate allocating schedulers are used at this link), and for besteffort traffic the minimum bandwidth requirement of the session may be used.

crease its capacity up to its fair share within an interval of two
mean session holding time. This also ensures that well behaving customers are protected from misbehaving ones (those who
asked for low capacity paths and resize it to higher capacities).
A similar scheme to carry out virtual partitioning of a single link has been proposed in [9]. This scheme categorizes each
class as underloaded or overloaded. The underloaded classes are
given priority over the overloaded classes using the technique of
trunk reservation. While this scheme ensures that the residual
capacity of a class may be utilized by other classes, it does not
attempt to do a fair redistribution of this free capacity. While
using virtual partitioning, a class having a high session arrival
rate may take the residual capacity of all the classes. The hierarchical virtual partitioning [10] suffers from the same drawback
and is not applicable to multi-hop virtual links.
The proposed SFS scheme is simple, robust and can be implemented in large networks without significant overheads. In our
simulations, the bandwidth penalty for using SFS was less than

 and its average signaling load was less than
messages
per second per router.
SFS may be used in telecommunication networks to achieve
better sharing and lower call blocking probabilities. It may be
used in the context of ATM networks to dynamically carry out
fair bandwidth allocation to virtual paths [11]. Use of SFS to
carry out dynamic bandwidth allocation to virtual links in a virtual network may result into better network utilization and fair
resource sharing. In the context of differentiated services [12]
in IP based networks, SFS may be integrated with the proposed
bandwidth broker architecture to achieve fair sharing of portions
of network among several administrative domains.
This paper is organized as follows. We describe our model in
Section II and the SFS admission control in Section III. We discuss the case of multi-hop virtual links in Section IV. Single link
simulations of SFS are discussed in Section V and simulations
of SFS on a network are discussed in Section VI. Conclusions
are presented in Section VII.
II. M ODEL
We first describe the single link case. We assume that a link of
capacity is to be partitioned into logical links (or classes)
of capacities , such that   . We assume that realtime sessions with bandwidth requirement arrive randomly as a
stochastic process. Bandwidth is reserved upon session arrivals
and is released upon session completion (using a protocol like
RSVP [13], PNNI [14] or OpeNet [15]).
There is an admission control entity at the link which decides
whether the link has adequate free capacity to accept the reservation requests of sessions. In case the reservation request of a
session can’t be accepted, we say that the session is blocked. An
important performance parameter, in the context of telecommunications networks is the call blocking probability. In these networks, the link capacities are provisioned to keep the call block 
ing probabilities below a specified value (say
 ). The session
blocking probabilities of sessions having different bandwidth requirement may be different. Therefore it is more appropriate to
analyze the bandwidth blocking probability [16], which is the
weighted average of session blocking probability weighted by
session bandwidth. The other performance parameter is average

throughput.
Let denote the current bandwidth reservation of logical link
. If the link was statically partitioned, then the admission control procedure could simply check if sum of current reservation
( ) and the reservation requested by new session ( ), is less than
or equal to the logical link capacity ( ). The two main drawbacks of static partitioning approach are inability to do capacity
sharing and loss of statistical multiplexing.
Given a partitioning of a link into several logical links, the
Stochastic Fair Sharing (SFS) admission control decides which
session reservation requests to accept and which to block. The
decision process is designed to achieve the following3:
Partitioning The link capacity is partitioned into logical links.
Fair Sharing If some of the logical links are lightly loaded, their
free capacity should be fairly redistributed to other logical links.
The notion of fairness used in packet scheduling algorithms [18]
can be generalized as follows. The average throughput of logical
links which have blocking probability greater than a threshold
 
) should be proportional to their equivalent capacity.
(say
Statistical Multiplexing Since the traffic of all the logical links
is carried on the same physical link, the bandwidth blocking
probabilities while using SFS should be less as compared to
static partitioning.
Isolation For sessions of a logical link it should appear as if the
logical link capacity has been dedicated to them. A high session arrival rate on other logical links should not significantly
increase the steady state bandwidth blocking probability (or reduce average throughput) of the logical link. The bandwidth
blocking probabilities of a logical link using SFS should be
comparable to that using static partitioning in the worst conditions.
If all the sessions require equal bandwidth and session arrival
rate is a Poisson process and session holding time is exponentially distributed, then the session blocking probability for a link
can be obtained using the well known Erlang’s formula [19],
[20].









 
 


where is the mean session arrival rate multiplied by the mean
session holding time ( is also called arrival rate in Erlangs)
and is the link capacity (in units of number of sessions it can
carry). Note that as and are increased in equal proportion,
the blocking probability is reduced because of better statistical
multiplexing.
and be the mean throughput and blocking probaLet
bility on logical link . The mean arrival rate
on the logical
link is given by
.
The
equivalent
capacity
( ) of the

logical link is defined as the capacity at which the arrival rate
results into a blocking probability of .
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* In this paper we discuss stochastic fair sharing in the context of link sharing,

but the technique is generic enough to achieve fair sharing of a resource in a loss
network [17].

According the the fairness criteria, the equivalent capacity of
logical links with significant blocking probability (
,
 
say), should be proportional to their provisioned capacities ( ). Formally,
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The term
represents the factor by which the capacity of logical link is increased because of unused capacity of other logical links. This quantity is always equal to in case of static link
partitioning, and is expected to be greater than one (representing the degree of sharing) for SFS. The variation of this quantity
across the logical links (with
) represents a measure of
unfairness of this sharing.
In a more general setting, the closed form expression for call
blocking probability is very difficult to obtain and simulations
are used for its estimation.
SFS achieves lower bandwidth blocking probability when the
arrival rate is high, at the expense of slightly higher bandwidth
blocking probability when the arrival rate is low. When the arrival rate at a logical link is low, some of its free capacity is
fairly redistributed to other logical links, which marginally increases its bandwidth blocking probability. However, the links
with heavy load experience lower bandwidth blocking probability because of better statistical multiplexing and redistributed
capacity. As a result, the overall throughput is increased significantly.
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Let be the amount of this capacity already reserved (read
used) by logical link . The normalized usage of logical link is
given by
. A logical link with normalized usage less
than is underutilized whereas a logical link with normalized
usage greater than is using more than its allocated capacity. If
the given link is statically partitioned,
is always less than or
equal to . In case of stochastic fair sharing, if some logical link
is underutilized, other logical links may make use of its unused
capacity and have a normalized usage of greater than .
Let the logical links be relabelled in increasing order of their
normalized usage (link has lowest normalized usage and link
has the highest). The link with lowest normalized usage is
given the highest priority. A new session for logical link is
accepted if the free capacity of the physical link is greater than
or equal to the bandwidth requirement of the session. A new
session for logical link  (which has the second lowest normalized usage) is accepted only if enough free capacity (  ) would
be left in the physical link, for logical link after accepting the
session. This reserved capacity is called the trunk reservation
for logical link (a term adopted from telecommunications networks) [20]. In general, a session of logical link is accepted if
the free capacity after accepting the session is at least equal to
the sum of the trunk reservations of the logical links with lower
normalized usage. Formally, a new session of logical link , with
bandwidth request of is accepted if and only if:
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Fig. 1. Average throughput of two links in presence of trunk reservation
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A session from the most heavily loaded logical link is accepted only if
capacity remains free after accepting

this session. This scheme
gives higher priority to sessions of
logical links having low normalized usage and thus attempts to
equalize the normalized usage of different logical links.
It has been shown in the context of telecommunications networks that even a small amount of trunk reservation gives almost absolute priority to one class of calls over the other [21].
If there are only two types of calls arriving on a link and certain amount of trunk reservation (equivalent to that needed by
1-10 calls) is set aside for high priority calls, then as call arrival
rate increases, the high priority calls start occupying most of the
link. However, if the arrival rate of high priority calls is not large
enough to saturate the link, the low priority calls occupy rest of
the link. This is shown in Figure 1. Sessions with bandwidth
requirement of  Mbps and mean holding time of three minutes
arrive at a link of
Mbps. There is a trunk reservation for high
priority sessions. The arrival rate of low priority sessions is kept

high at 
Erlangs and the arrival rate of high priority sessions
is varied. The graph shows that even small amount ( Mbps) of
trunk reservation gives almost absolute priority to high priority
sessions.
In the proposed SFS approach, sessions in the link having
the least normalized usage are given priority over rest of the
sessions. Therefore, its usage is expected to increase. As soon
as its usage becomes larger than that of next link, its priority
is reduced. Similarly, the link having the highest normalized
usage is given the lowest priority, allowing it to only make use
of the leftover capacity of all other logical links. As a result,
this approach attempts to equalize the normalized usage of the
logical links.
Consider a link partitioned into two logical links of equal capacity. The state of the link at any given time is represented by
the current bandwidth reservation of the two logical links. Figure 2(a) shown the state space diagram of the system. The x
and y axis represent the current reservation of the first and the
second logical link respectively. The current state of the link
can be represented by a point in the state space diagram. The
shaded region represents the possible states where the system
may be present at any given time. Clearly, the sum of the reservations can not be more than the link capacity as shown by the
negatively sloped line on the right.
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(b) SFS with modification

Fig. 2. State space diagram for a link

When a new session on first logical link is accepted, the system moves to the right in the state space diagram. Similarly,
upon acceptance of a new session on second logical link, the
system moves up. When sessions of first or second logical link
complete, the system moves towards left or downwards. Assume that trunk reservation for both the links is same. As long
the total free capacity is more than the trunk reservation, the system may move in any direction (assuming that the bandwidth
requirement of sessions is small). The area shaded as gray represents this region. In the region where the available capacity is
less than the trunk reservation (the area between the two slanting lines), session of the first logical link can be accepted only
if the current reservation of the first logical is less than that of
the second logical link. Thus, the system can move left, right or
down but not upwards. This region is represented by horizontal
shading. Similarly, the region shaded by vertical lines represent
state space where the system can freely move upwards but not
towards the right.
If the link was statically partitioned, then its state space is
limited to the rectangular region OPSV and is free to move in
any direction in this region. If there is no partitioning, then the
state space of the system would be the region OYZ and the system would be free to move in any direction in this region. The
stochastic fair sharing approach is between these two extreme
cases.
Note that WSX region of the state space is characterized by
roughly equal and moderate to high load on both the logical
links. In static partitioning approach, the system is free to move
in either direction in this region, whereas in SFS approach its
movement is restricted. This may result into higher blocking
probabilities for SFS if the system is expected to be in this region most of the time. Thus the performance of the SFS approach may become worse than that of static partitioning. The
situation is worse if the trunk reservation is more than half the
link capacity. We therefore propose a minor modification to our
basic scheme described earlier.
If the normalized usage of a logical link is close to its fair
share, then it is not necessary to have a large value of trunk
reservation for the logical link. In this case, we reduce the trunk
reservation of the logical link. Logical link has a static trunk
reservation parameter which is the maximum value of trunk
reservation for the link. The fair share ( ) of capacity for each
logical link is dynamically computed. If the difference between
the fair share and current reservation of a logical link is less than
its static trunk reservation, then trunk reservation for the link is

;



 ; 

set to the difference. Otherwise the trunk reservation is set to

the static value. Formally,
.
The fair share of logical link is given by 
.

;





The fair share of the other logical link is computed by redistributing the free capacity of logical links with lower normalized
usage as follows:
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M ULTI -H OP V IRTUAL L INKS

In case of virtual networks, the virtual links are realized by
paths in the service provider’s network. Each virtual link has
a provisioned capacity allocated at the time of establishment of
the link. This provisioned capacity is determined based on the
long term expectation of the traffic in the virtual network and is
included in the service level agreement (SLA) with the provider.
In addition, each virtual link also has a current capacity which
can be changed by sending increase or decrease requests in the
provider network. These requests travel along the path of the
virtual link. At each node in the provider network, SFS state
corresponding to each virtual link traversing the node is maintained. Variable of SFS state represents the current capacity
of virtual link and
represents its provisioned capacity.
Upon the receipt of an increase request of amount , SFS admission control test (Eq. 3) is evoked to decide if the request
can be accepted. If the test succeeds, SFS state at the node is
updated ( is increased), and the request is forwarded to the
next node. If the test fails, a failure indication is sent back along
the same path. While this failure indication travels back, each
link in the path decreases its respective . If the increase request reaches the other end of the virtual link, a success message is sent back. While this message travels the reverse path,



 

 

The above expression is a natural extension of the fairness
criteria [18] used in packet schedulers. The first term of the
product in the above expression represents the fraction of residual capacity which should be given to logical link . The second
term represents the residual capacity after taking out the usage
of logical links which are more lightly loaded than logical link .
Thus, if the usage of logical link is less than its fair share, then
the free capacity is fairly redistributed among heavily loaded
links after keeping aside a small trunk reservation.
The state space diagram for this approach is shown in Figure 2(b). Now the system is free to move towards achieving
utilization of its entire capacity as long as normalized usage of
both the logical links is close to each other.
Note that the goals of isolation and sharing are somewhat contradictory in nature. For perfect isolation, the link has to be statically partitioned, resulting into no sharing. The static trunk
reservation parameter (simply called trunk reservation in rest of
the paper) can be used to balance isolation and sharing. If the
trunk reservation is set to zero, then the entire link capacity is
shared and there is no isolation. As the trunk reservation is
increased, the sharing is reduced and isolation is improved. We
have derived an approximate Markov chain based model of the
system which we used to determine the trunk reservation parameter. Due to space constraints, we omit the model in this paper.
IV. SFS

the scheduler weights are adjusted. For a decrease request, ’s
are decreased and scheduler weight are adjusted in the forward
path.
A virtual link could simply send an increase or decrease request in the provider’s network upon session arrival or completion. This could flood the provider’s network with singaling messages. To limit the signaling load, we set a minimum
step size (
) by which the virtual link capacities can be
changed. In order to prevent rapid oscillations in virtual link capacity around integer multiples of
we introduce hysteresis
in sending increase and decrease requests. The decrease request
.
is sent only if free virtual link capacity is at least 
The minimum step size restriction creates the following problem. The SFS algorithm for single link critically relies on the
fact that session holding times are finite. If the usage of a logical
link is above its fair share (because of low traffic on other logical
links in the recent past), new sessions on that logical links will
not be accepted, and ongoing sessions will eventually complete
and release the bandwidth. However, if the minimum step size
is fixed (say
) and bandwidth requirements of sessions is
small as compared to
, then, instead of a decrease request,
a session completion will generate some free capacity in the virtual link. At this stage, if a new session arrives it can be accepted
without going through SFS admission control. Thus the virtual
links may not automatically reduce their capacity even while
they are operating at usage higher than their fair share.
To counter this problem, we introduce a network initiated reduce message. After processing an increase request at a link,
the node finds out virtual links using more than their fair share

). It then sends reduce re(
 

quest to these virtual links. After introducing hysteresis, the
condition to generate reduce request for virtual link becomes

(  
). Upon the receipt of re 
duce request, the virtual link stops admitting new sessions until
it sends a decrease request. This ensures that capacity can be
quickly reclaimed from virtual links using more than their fair
share.
Finally, some virtual links may still overwhelm the provider
network by quickly and repeatedly sending increase requests
most of which fail. We therefore impose a constraint that after an increase request fails, a virtual link is not allowed to send
another increase request for a fixed interval (taken as sec. for
simulations).
The key ideas needed to extend SFS to multi-hop virtual links
are summarized as follows.
Increase and decrease requests in provider network to dynamically resize virtual link capacity.
Use of SFS admission control at each provider link for increase requests.
A minimum resize capacity to limit signaling load.
Network initiated reduce request to signal highly loaded virtual links to cut down their traffic.
Hysteresis in algorithms generating increase, decrease and reduce requests.
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V. S INGLE L INK S IMULATIONS
SFS critically relies on the assumptions that (a) individual
session bandwidth requirement is small as compared to the link
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A. Statistical Multiplexing
Figure 3 and 4 show how SFS can achieve more statistical
multiplexing. The physical link is partitioned into five logical links. The session arrival rate in each of the link is kept
the same and the total session arrival rate is increased till
Erlangs (two times the rate required to saturate the link). The
bandwidth blocking probability, which is same for each logical
link, is measured and plotted for different schemes. “No partitioning” refers to the scheme in which a new session is accepted
if the physical link has enough free capacity. In “Static partitioning”, a new session is accepted only if free capacity of its logical
link is greater than or equal to its bandwidth requirement. The

140

Fig. 4. Average throughput under same arrival rate on all logical links

Bandwidth Blocking Probability

0.6

capacity, (b) most of the sessions have small holding time, and
(c) the session arrival process is not very bursty.
Accurate models for the arrival process of sessions with QoS
requirements are not available. The only models available
are for call arrivals in telecommunications networks where researchers have extensively used Poisson call arrival model (with
arrival rate as a function of time of the day) with exponential
holding time (with mean of about 3 minutes). The assumptions
required for SFS are definitely true in telecommunications networks.
These assumptions also seem reasonable for future Integrated
Services Networks. For instance, the bandwidth requirement of

Mbps, which is reasonably
MPEG video stream is between
small as compared to link speeds of
Mbps to   Gbps. The
average throughput of a typical web connection is also small (
Kbps to  Kbps) [22] as compared to the link speeds. Though
the holding time for web connections is shown to be heavy tailed
[23], most of the connections are still short-lived. The session
arrival process is also not as bursty as the data arrival process.
We therefore simulated using the most simplistic model. We
assume that sessions arrive as a Poisson process having exponentially distributed holding time with a mean of three minutes.
The bandwidth requirement of these sessions vary uniformly at



random from  Kbps to 
Mbps in increments of  Kbps.
The mean session bandwidth is  Mbps. Though these assumptions do not accurately model the session arrival process, we do
expect them to give a glimpse into the SFS performance. We
assume a OC3 link of  Mbps, partitioned into logical links.
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Fig. 5. Bandwidth blocking probability of lightly loaded link, when other links
are overloaded

bandwidth blocking probability and the average throughput of
SFS is close to that of the “no partitioning” approach which is
the best achievable. Therefore, SFS regains most of the statistical multiplexing lost by static partitioning.
B. Isolation
The performance parameters of a logical link should not degrade in the presence of overload on other logical links. To see
this, we have simulated two overload scenarios. We partition the
physical link into five logical links and assign high session arrival rates on four of the links. The session arrival rate on other

logical link (which is lightly loaded) varies from at  Erlangs
(two times the rate needed to saturate the logical link). In “constant overload” scenario, the session arrival rate on overloaded

logical links was kept to 
Erlangs, whereas in “proportional
overload” scenario the arrival rate on the overloaded links was
kept ten times the arrival rate on the lightly loaded link. If there
is adequate isolation, the bandwidth blocking probabilities of
the lightly loaded link would not be much worse than that of
static partitioning approach.
Figure 5 plots the bandwidth blocking probability of lightly
loaded link as its session arrival rate increases. Note that the
blocking probability in presence of overload is very close to
that of static partitioning. This shows that the SFS approach
achieves isolation even in the presence of overload in other links.
The same graph is shown in log scale in Figure 6. Note that
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Fig. 7. Average throughput of the two logical links



when the arrival rates are very low, and the blocking probabil 
ity is
(the target blocking probability) or less, then blocking probability of SFS approach does not reduce as fast as in
static partitioning. In this range of operation, the free capacity
of lightly loaded link is redistributed to overloaded links resulting into higher blocking probability. However, if the arrival rates
on all the links is equal, then blocking probability is reduced.
C. Fair Sharing
In order to illustrate sharing, we assume that the physical link
is divided into two logical links of equal capacity. Again, one of
the link is lightly loaded whereas the other link is overloaded.

The overloaded link has a constant session arrival rate of 
Erlangs, which is eight times the rate required to saturate the
physical link. The arrival rate in other logical link varies from

to
Erlangs. Figure 7 shows the variation in the average
throughput as the arrival rate in lightly loaded link increases.
At zero session arrival rate, most of the free capacity is used
by the overloaded link. However as the session arrival rate increases, the average throughput of the lightly loaded increases.
The graph showing average throughput of the lightly loaded link
overlaps with the graph showing the same if static partitioning
was used, indicating that there is virtually no loss of throughput at the lightly loaded link even if its capacity is redistributed
to other links. The total average throughput while using static
partitioning varies from
Mbps to
Mbps. The total av-





erage throughput while using SFS increases from  Mbps to
 Mbps, indicating that the trunk reservation of the lightly
loaded link is also utilized as its arrival rate increases.
To demonstrate fairness of sharing, we assume that the physical link is partitioned into three logical links of equal capacity.
One of the logical link is overloaded with an arrival rate of
sessions per minute (three times the nominal load), other link is
loaded with an arrival rate of  
Erlangs (  times the nom
inal load) and the arrival rate at the third link is varied from to
Erlangs (two times the nominal load). The ratio of equivalent capacity to provisioned capacity for links having blocking
 
probability greater than
is plotted in Figure 8. The same
graph is plotted for virtual partitioning scheme [9] in Figure 9.
Points with zero ratio indicate that the bandwidth blocking prob 
ability is smaller than
. In case of virtual partitioning, the
free capacity is taken almost entirely by the logical link having
high arrival rate. When the arrival rate on one of the logical
link is low, there is large free capacity. In this range, the equivalent capacity of the link having arrival rate of
Erlangs,
is
times its provisioned capacity whereas the equivalent capacity of the other link with arrival rate  
Erlangs is only
 times its provisioned capacity. As the arrival rate on one
of the link increases, the free capacity decreases and eventually
becomes equal to zero. In this region of the graph, equivalent capacity of virtual links approach their provisioned capacity. The
graphs for SFS show that the ratio of equivalent capacity to provisioned capacity is very close to each other for the entire range
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FOR A

N ETWORK

We report the results for simulations carried out on twelve
node approximate AT&T Worldnet topology (also used in [7])
as shown in Figure 10. Each link is assumed to be of capacity

  Gbps and propagation delay  ms. We setup a VLL between
every pair of these nodes. Therefore, there are   unidirec
tional virtual links. A fixed trunk reservation of
Mbps and a
minimum increase/decrease step size of  Mbps was used.
A. Max-min Fairness
We assume that all the 132 virtual links have same provisioned capacity. We assume, as in Section V, that sessions of

rate uniformly distributed between  Mbps and 
Mbps in

increments of  Mbps, randomly arrive (as a Poisson process)
at these virtual links. The session holding time is exponentially
distributed with a mean of three minutes (
 min.). A
load of on a virtual link implies a session arrival rate of
,
where is its max-min fair capacity, is its mean session bitrate. In the (0.0-2.0) scenario, the load on each virtual link is set

uniformly at random between and  . In the (0.5-1.5) scenario,
the load on virtual links is set uniformly at random in the range

and
. In the 5% misbehaving scenario, 5 percent of the

virtual links misbehave with a load of . The other virtual links
have a load of .
We compared SFS with the simplest first come first serve
(FCFS) scheme. In FCFS, each virtual link sends increase and
decrease requests as in SFS, but the admission control procedure
in the provider network grants these requests in first come first
serve order (i.e. as long as there is free capacity on the link).

Simulations were run for 
simulated seconds. In the
end, each virtual link was classified as bottlenecked or nonbottlenecked, depending upon whether its session blocking
 
probability was more than a given threshold (
) or
not. The average throughput of non-bottlenecked virtual links
was subtracted from the link capacities in its path. For rest of
the virtual links, weighted max-min fair share was computed using the residual capacities. Now, using the Erlang’s formula, the
throughput of non bottlenecked virtual links was adjusted up-
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Fig. 11. Cumulative distribution of fairness ratio for multi-hop virtual links,
with and without using SFS

of arrival rate on one of the logical link. This indicates that SFS
redistributes the residual capacity fairly among the logical links
in accordance with our fairness criteria.
VI. S IMULATIONS

SFS (0.0-2.0)
FCFS (0.0-2.0)
SFS (0.5-1.5)
FCFS (0.5-1.5)
SFS 5% misbehaving
SFS 5% misbehaving

wards, depending upon their session blocking probabilities, to
reflect their equivalent capacity. The fairness ratio represents
the ratio of equivalent capacity to max-min fair capacity. The
experiment was repeated a number of times with different random seeds.
Figure 11 shows the cumulative distribution function of fairness ratio of all the virtual links for different loading scenario.
From the figure, it is evident that SFS converges reasonably
well to the weighted max-min fair share in the provider net
work. For  of the cases, the fairness ratio of SFS is be

tween
and
, for (0.0-2.0) and (0.5-1.5) scenarios. Note
that the Erlang’s formula is only applicable for constant bandwidth sessions. Therefore computing the equivalent capacity using Erlang’s formula even in the presence of variable bandwidth
sessions, introduces a small error. A significant portion of the
spread in fairness ratio can be attributed to this error. If constant
bandwidth sessions were used in simulations the fairness ratio
 

remains between
and
for about  of the cases.
As the variation in load increases from (0.5-1.5) to (0.0-2.0),
the spread in fairness ratio for FCFS increases, whereas for SFS
this spread remains nearly the same. The fairness ratio ranges
 


from
to   for FCFS and from   to  for SFS.
In case of 5% misbehaving virtual links, the FCFS allocates
large capacities to the misbehaving virtual links, resulting into
a significantly lower fairness ratio of most of the well behaving
virtual links. In case of SFS, the fairness ratio of well behaving
virtual links remains nearly same as before, indicating that they
are well protected from the misbehaving virtual links. The range

of fairness ratio for FCFS and SFS for this scenario are   to
 

  and  to 
respectively.
Another measure of fairness has been proposed in [24]. The
fairness index is defined as 
 
  .
where
is the fairness ratio of virtual link and
is the
number of virtual links. A fairness index of implies per
fect fairness and fairness index implies gross unfairness. The


ranges fairness index of SFS for the three scenarios are
 
    

 
ranges for the
   
     . These

 


 
FCFS are
. According to this index of fairness, SFS achieves close to perfect
fairness for all the scenarios, whereas FCFS performs significantly worse in the 5% misbehaving scenario.
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TABLE I
S IGNALING LOAD

250

Current reservation (Mbps)

Signaling load
Percentage of Low Bandwidth Traffic
(messages / sec)
0
30
60
90
Avg. (out) v-links
1.36
1.33
1.33
1.60
Max. (out) v-link
5.66
6.00
6.50
8.42
Avg. (VPN) v-link
2.13
21.59
41.03
59.9
Max. (VPN) v-link
9.41
94.23 178.62 263.18
Avg. over routers
76.20
74.24
74.09
88.48
Max. over routers
120.37 118.06 118.57 144.71
Addnl. setup latency (ms)
Avg. over v-links
29.27
2.78
1.32
0.92
Max over v-links
76.77
7.63
4.13
2.96
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Fig. 12. Variation of current reservation on a virtual link, when arrival rate was
changes at 500, 1000 and 1500 seconds

AND ADDITIONAL CALL SETUP LATENCY FOR

DIFFERENT MIX OF HIGH - BANDWIDTH AND LOW- BANDWIDTH TRAFFIC

All these results indicate that SFS achieves its primary objective of protection and max-min fair sharing in a generic network.
B. Signaling Load
Some fraction of low bandwidth traffic (  Kbps sessions) was
mixed with the high bandwidth traffic, and the signaling load on
virtual links and routers was measured. Table I shows the results
for one simulation run of 2000 seconds. On each virtual link, the
number of increase, decrease requests sent and reduce requests
received was measured. The table indicates that the average rate
of these signaling requests remains fairly constant in the range

, even if the fraction of low bandwidth sessions in
  to
the VPN increases. The number of average VPN signaling requests processed by virtual links increases to up to
as the
percentage of low bandwidth sessions increase. However, most
of these requests are filtered by the virtual links and do not result into a signaling message in the provider network. The rate
of signaling message in provider network remains fairly independent of the traffic mix in the VPN. The maximum signaling
requests were usually generated by the Denver-Chicago (4-7)
 messages per second for
virtual link (between
and
different traffic mix). The table indicates that the average signaling load on provider routers using SFS is also fairly constant

over different traffic mix (between 
and  ), and is quite
4
manageable . The maximum signaling load was on Chicago and
SF routers (up to  
messages per second) which also have
maximum number of links connected. This indicates that using
SFS in a large network is quite feasible and does not require a
large signaling overhead for the increase, decrease and reduce
requests.





 



C. Other Parameters
Use of SFS may introduce additional session setup latency
in VPN because the setup request may trigger an increase request on virtual link and then the setup request has to wait till
the response of increase request comes back. Table I also shows
the average and maximum of additional session setup latencies.
If the traffic mix consists of high bandwidth traffic only, then

Note that SFS admission control is evoked on less than
th of these messages (only on increase-fwd out of increase-fwd, increase-bwd, decrease-fwd,
decrease-bwd and reduce).

approximately two session arrivals on a virtual link result into
one increase request. So, the additional setup latency is about
half the round-trip time on virtual links. As the fraction of low
bandwidth session increases, this setup latency goes down significantly. Only a very small fraction of low bandwidth sessions
generate a increase request and therefore have low average latency.
Adaptability is another important parameter while using SFS
in a network. What happens if session arrival rate on one of
the virtual link changes? How quickly can SFS adapt to change
in traffic patterns? Figure 12 gives the answers. It shows the
variation of reserved bandwidth on Seattle-Orlando virtual link
with time. We simulate with only high-bandwidth sessions in
the network, and randomly change the session arrival rate on the
 

Seattle-Orlando virtual link at time
and 
sec. The initial arrival rate on the virtual link was less than
that needed to saturate its max-min fair capacity. Therefore,

the reservation level steadily increased to
Mbps and then

. The blocking probability was
varied randomly till


in this interval. At
the arrival rate became large
enough to saturate the max-min fair capacity. So the average
reservation increases rapidly and stabilizes around max-min ca

pacity of  Mbps. The blocking probability is  in this inter
val. At
, the arrival rate becomes small again. Now
the average reservation reduces exponentially to Mbps in till

 

 .
. The blocking probability in this region is

At

, the arrival rate is increased again, but is insufficient to saturate the max-min capacity. Therefore the reservation


varies between
Mbps and  Mbps. The blocking probabil
ity in this region is again . If the arrival rate is increased, it takes

about
seconds (the mean call holding time) for the reservation level to reach close to its steady-state value. If the arrival
rate is reduced, the decay in reservation is slow and exponential (which can be attributed entirely to the exponential holding
time of sessions). Thus, the rate of adaptation of SFS primarily
limited by the mean session holding time.
The trunk reservation used by SFS may lead to some bandwidth wastage. To estimate this, we measured the total number
of bits carried while using SFS and compared it with FCFS (no
partitioning, increase request served in FCFS order). The average throughput per virtual link of SFS for scenarios (0.5-1.5),

(0.0-2.0) and “misbehaving” were   Mbps,   Mbps and   
Mbps respectively. The average throughputs of FCFS for these

scenarios were 
Mbps, 
Mbps and   Mbps respectively.

























For “misbehaving” scenario, SFS outperforms FCFS whereas in
the other two scenarios the average throughput of SFS is within
 of FCFS. Thus, the bandwidth wastage in SFS is small as
compared to the potential resizing gains (around  as reported in
[7]), while the protection and fairness benefits are large which is
essential for any resizing approach to work in practice.
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